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Abstract 
 

This paper investigated a noise and vibration concern on a metro train while the train made turns. The study was conducted to identify 

the root causes of the vibration and noise through hardware experimental testing as well as dynamic computer simulation. The initial 

investigation indicated the noise came from the bogie of the train. It was between the slewing ring bearing and the friction sets. A lab test 

was established to duplicate the reported problem and to root out the causes. One-factor-at-a-time method was used to screen the main 

key factors. Under certain contact conditions, unsmooth turning would occur and cause the noise and vibration. Dynamic simulation was 

proposed in the study to predict the potential issue. A multibody dynamic model was built with train body, underbody, slewing ring bear-

ing and friction set to simulate the train turning motion. The results showed unsmooth/discontinuous dynamic motions and torque oscilla-

tion behaviors. The stop-and-go and stick-and-slip motion led to the vibration. The analysis confirmed the unsmooth friction forces and 

adhesion could cause the noise and vibration. The computer simulation showed good correlation with the hardware testing. It demon-

strated the computer dynamic simulation could be used to predict the potential friction induced vibration issues. In the study, a different 

substitute material was also investigated through the computer simulation. The results showed the vibration could be effectively reduced 

if ceramic compound friction material was used.  
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1. Introduction 

Metros are one of the major transportation systems in met-

ropolitan areas. Especially with the rising eco-awareness, sav-

ing energy, and reducing emission, more people take metros 

for their daily commutes. Being safe, affordable, comfortable, 

convenient, and on-time are the keys to customer satisfaction. 

In one of the Taipei metro systems, a noticeable noise and 

vibration were caught attention when trains made turns. The 

particular trains in the study were unmanned, controlled by the 

central system with pre-set route, designed accelerations, de-

celerations and stops. While approaching turns, trains slowed 

down, and reaccelerated after completing the turns. The noise 

and vibration occurred during the turns and disappeared after 

the turns were completed.  

Vibration and noise occurred to various transportation sys-

tems. Contact condition changes causing the vibration or noise 

could be commonly seen. Baek et al. [1] studied the transient 

traction coefficient between the wheel and rail under various 

conditions. The report showed rolling speed, contact pressure, 

slip ratio, temperature, relative humidity, and surface rough-

ness and hardness had effects on the traction characteristics. 

Ohyama [2] studied the adhesion forces between wheel and 

rails, and found that the changes of contact rigidity affected 

the traction and slip behaviors. Chen et al. [3] utilized a sim-

plified theory by combining the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrica-

tion theory and the contact theory of rough surfaces to analyze 

the adhesion between wheel and rail. And they found the ad-

hesion coefficient was greatly influenced by the water tem-

perature and asperities height of rough surface. Martins et al. 

[4] presented and discussed various numerical studies on low 

speed frictional sliding phenomena. Their work pointed out 

the effect of static friction to stationary contact and dynamic 

friction to sliding should be paid distinct attention since static 

and dynamic friction phenomena were different. Marui et al. 

[5] investigated the stick-slip vibration using experiments. In 

their study, the effects to the stick-slip vibration by dynamic 

friction characteristics, pitching motion, and surface roughness 

of a slideway were investigated. From the results, it showed 

the dynamic friction coefficient during the acceleration phase 

was different from that during the deceleration phase. And a 

lubricant of small kinematic viscosity was recommended to 

prevent stick-slip vibration. Mori et al. [6] studied a friction 

induced vibration on a glass plate. It was found the vibration 

occurred while the rubbing frequency was close to the natural 

frequency of the plate. Van De Velde and Baets [7] studied 
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the stick-slip phenomena by observing the relation between 

the friction force and relative speed. Stick-slip is the phe-

nomenon of unsteady sliding resulting from a varying friction 

force in combination with elasticity of the mechanical system 

of which the friction contact is part. 

In this paper, study was conducted to identify the root caus-

es of the vibration and noise through hardware experimental 

testing as well as dynamic computer simulation. The process 

started with recording the noise on the train, disassembling the 

systems, and inspecting the condition of each part. A lab test 

was established to duplicate the reported problem and to root 

out the causes. Different from the majority of previous re-

searches, a dynamic computer simulation model was created 

to simulate the condition. The simulation results showed un-

smooth/discontinuous dynamic motions and torque oscilla-

tions, and predicted the vibration phenomena.  

The remaining sections are as follows: an introduction to 

the metro body bolster and the chassis systems is in Section 2, 

and followed by the testing set-up, testing results and discus-

sion in Section 3. Section 4 derives the dynamic formulation 

based on the relative motion of the system and establishes a 

simulation model to predict the behavior of the system. And 

finally conclusions are made in Section 5. 

 

2. Systems 

The metro train is powered by electricity. Each passenger 

compartment goes with two bogies. One is located at the 

front, and the other is at the rear end. The bogie is an assem-

bly providing some flexibility on curves with relative rotation 

between body and chassis systems. The two bogies act inde-

pendently. When the train approaches turns, the speed of the 

train reduces to a pre-set designed value. During turning, the 

chassis system goes along the direction of the rail. But the 

body system starts to deviate from the direction where the 

chassis is heading. The direction of the body is collinear with 

the centers of the front and rear bogies. The angle between 

the body and chassis starts small at the beginning of the turn, 

and gets further apart while the train is further into the turn. 

Then the angle is gradually reduced when the rail gradually 

turns back to straight. Finally the body and the chassis are 

aligned after the turn is completed and the train travels 

straight. 

The relative motion between the train body and chassis is 

provided by the slewing ring bearing system which is a sub-

system of the bogie, as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the slew-

ing ring bearing system. The inner ring of the slewing ring 

bearing is attached to the body bolster, and the outer ring is to 

the chassis system, as shown in Fig. 3(a). A pair of friction 

sets is used to provide resistance to prevent an abrupt relative 

motion, shown in Fig. 3(b). One of the friction sets is located 

at the front center, and the other is at the rear center of the 

bearing. 

A friction set includes a rubbing plate, a friction block and a 

friction block base, as shown in Fig. 4. Two screws/nuts are 

used to press the rubbing plate against the friction block to 

create the desired contact force and secure the rubbing plate in 

place. The contact force between the friction block and the 

rubbing plate provides the resistance during turns. This resis-

tance force prevents the abrupt relative motion between the 

body and chassis. Fig. 5 shows the contact surfaces of the 

friction block and rubbing plate. 

 

Fig. 1. Body bolster and chassis system. 

 

 

Bearing

Friction Set 

Chassis System

Body Bolster

 

Fig. 2. Bearing system. 

 

 

     (a) Slewing ring bearing             (b) Friction set 
 

Fig. 3. Slewing ring bearing system. 
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3. Hardware tests 

3.1 Process 

The investigation process was first done on the train while 

the train was on its regular duty. Microphones were installed 

around various underbody of the reported train to record the 

noise. Noise associated with vibration was observed while the 

train made turns. After reaching the terminal station, the train 

was then pulled into the repair bay for further investigation. 

The repair bay had space and was a good fit for the test with-

out compromising the train schedule or any safety concerns. 

Both noise and vibration were identified coming from the area 

between the bearing system and the friction sets with repeated 

driving on the test track of the repair bay.  

The subsystem was disassembled in order to test further in 

the lab. Lab tests were set-up to duplicate the noise and vibra-

tion occurred on the train. The lab test could perform different 

experiments under a better controllable environment. The set-

up was shown in Fig. 6. The lab test focused on the area be-

tween the bearing and friction sets. This lab test reduced the 

complexity of the vehicle-level tests, and the time required for 

each set-up and changing over. 

3.2 One factor at a time test 

One-Factor-at-A-Time (OFAT) was used to identify the key 

factors. OFAT [8-11] method investigated each factor indi-

vidually at a time. It could be easily understood and adopted. 

The factors chosen for the experimental tests were based on 

the measurements from the teardown parts and the data re-

corded on the reported train. The factors were listed below. 

 

(1) Torque of the screws: 

The screws secured the rubbing plate to the outer ring to 

make a tight contact with the friction block, as shown in Fig. 

7(a). The screws were secured in two stages. The torque speci-

fications of stages 1 and 2 were 13 Nm and 15.5 Nm, respec-

tively. 

 

(2) Sequence of tightening the screws: 

The screws were secured in two stages. During each stage, a 

 

Fig. 4. Components in the bearing system. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Contact surfaces between rubbing plate and friction block. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Lab test. 

 

 

       (a) Screw and bolts        (b) Sequence of tightening screws
 

Fig. 7. Screws and bolts on slewing ring bearing. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Bolt from bottom view. 
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defined sequence should be followed, as shown in Fig. 7(b). 

 

(3) Torque of the bolts: 

The bolts secured the friction block base to the inner slew-

ing ring, as shown in Fig. 8. The torque specification of the 

bolts was 135 Nm. 

 

(4) Thickness and uniformity of the thickness of the friction 

blocks: 

The thickness was measured at three locations, as shown in 

Fig. 9. The nominal thickness of the friction block was 8 mm. 

 

(5) Warping/deformation of the friction blocks: 

This check was done on a level check table, as shown in Fig. 

10. 

 

(6) Surface roughness of the friction blocks: 

Average surface roughness, Ra, was used to measure the 

surface roughness. Three locations were measured, as shown 

in Fig. 11. 

 

(7) Thickness and uniformity of the thickness of the rubbing 

plates: 

The thickness was measured at three locations, as shown in 

Fig. 12. The nominal thickness of the rubbing plate was 8 mm. 

(8) Warping/deformation of the rubbing plates: 

The check was done on a level check table, as shown in Fig. 

13. 

(9) Surface roughness of the rubbing plates: 

Three locations were measured, as shown in Fig. 14. 

 

(10) Residual particles and films: 

Residual particles and films between the friction block and 

rubbing plate were checked, as shown in Fig. 15. 

 

Through the OFAT process, it showed that the factors 1, 2, 

4, 7, 8 and 10 had main effects on the vibration/noise of the 

tested system. The summary was listed in Table 1. 

 

Fig. 9. Locations of friction block thickness measured. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. Warping/deformation check for friction block. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Locations of friction block surface roughness measured. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. Locations of rubbing plate thickness measured. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Warping/deformation check for rubbing plates. 

 

 

 

Fig. 14. Locations of rubbing plate surface roughness measured. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 15. Residual particles and films. 
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3.3 Testing results 

The factors 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 and 10 had significant effects on 

duplicating the noise and vibration observed on the train. They 

were discussed in the following. 

For factor 1, when the torque value of the screw was low, 

the contact force between the rubbing plate and the friction 

block became low. If the contact force was low, the resistant 

force became low. Then, the vibration and noise went away. 

However, without proper contact force, there would be no 

sufficient force to prevent abrupt relative motion between the 

body and chassis systems. The torque value of the screws was 

one of the key controlled processes. Therefore, the frequency 

of incorrect torque applied to the system was low. 

For factor 2, the sequence of tightening the screws affected 

the torque balance among the 4 screws. The unbalance torque 

would cause uneven contact between the rubbing plates and 

friction blocks, and led to the vibration and noise. A two-stage 

securing sequence was defined to follow. In the first stage, the 

screws were secured up to 85% value of the torque specifica-

tion in a sequence shown in Fig. 7. And then, all of screws 

were tightened to the target torque specification in the same 

sequence. The sequence of securing the screws was one of the 

key controlled processes. The frequency of incorrect sequence 

used was low. 

For factor 3, the bolts were used to secure the friction block 

base to the inner slewing ring. This was done prior the friction 

plate being secured by the screws, the factor 1. Under the giv-

en assembly sequence, factor 3 had little effect on duplicating 

the vibration and noise condition. 

For factors 4 and 7, the uneven distributed thicknesses of 

the friction blocks and rubbing plates caused uneven contact 

forces between them. The uneven contact condition became 

more severe when the un-uniformity of thickness was larger. 

For factor 8, the warping/deformation of the rubbing plate 

affected the contact condition between the rubbing plate and 

friction block. As the warping of the plate increased, the noise 

and vibration got more sever. If the warping was bigger than 1 

mm, the part was suggested to be replaced. However, for fac-

tor 5, due to the high flexibility of the friction block, the warp-

ing/deformation of the friction block, had little effect. 

For factors 6 and 9, the surface roughness of the friction 

block and the rubbing plate had little effect to the noise and 

vibration. 

For factor 10, the residual particles and films were always 

found unevenly distributed between the friction block and 

rubbing plate after several running cycles. The existence of 

uneven distributed residual particles and films caused un-

uniform friction forces between the friction blocks and rub-

bing plates and led to noise and vibration. If the turning con-

tinuously repeated back and forth, the film would get thicker. 

Because of the friction, the temperature of the contact surfaces 

got higher, and the film made the friction block and rubbing 

plate sticky to each other. The residual film was examined. 

The average value of the dynamic friction coefficient was 0.54. 

From the friction test, it was noticed that the residual film 

caused the adhesion between the rubbing plates and the fric-

tion blocks when the contact surfaces were rubbed up to the 

temperature above 150°C. Since the length of the friction 

block is smaller than that of the rubbing plate, the temperature 

was measured at the two ends of the rubbing plate contact 

surface, as shown in Fig. 16. While the friction block moved 

toward one end of the rubbing plate, the other end of the rub-

bing plate surface was open up for temperature measurement. 

Regular maintenance checks were performed to check the 

residual particles. The residual particles would be blown off to 

keep the cleanness of the contact surfaces. Parts with uneven 

film would be re-processed.  

The factors 1, 2, 4, 7, and 8 could be well maintained during 

the regular maintenance. However, for the 10
th
 factor, the re-

sidual particles and films could be formed prior the regular 

maintenance. For a better result, preventing the particles or 

films from forming should be the long term solution. There-

fore, the following section utilized a dynamic simulation to 

analyze the behavior caused by factor 10. It predicted the re-

sidual particles and films led un-uniform friction forces and 

sticky condition between friction blocks and rubbing plates. 

 

4. Dynamic simulation 

4.1 Derivation – relative motion between inner and outer 

rings 

A dynamic simulation model was created. Fig. 17 was the 

bogie system modeled in the simulation. It included two 

Table 1. One factor at a time test. 
 

ID Factors Vibration/Noise

1 Torque of screws V 

2 Sequence of tightening screws V 

3 Torque of bolts  

4 Thickness and uniformity of fiction blocks V 

5 Warping/deformation of friction blocks  

6 Surface roughness of friction blocks  

7 Thickness and uniformity of rubbing plates V 

8 Warping/deformation of rubbing plates V 

9 Surface roughness of rubbing plates  

10 Residual particles and films V 

 

 

        (a) Side view                  (b) Open view 
 

Fig. 16. Locations of temperature measured. 
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wheels, two torsion springs and slewing ring bearing system. 

The slewing ring bearing had inner ring, outer ring, two rub-

bing plates and two friction blocks. The rubbing plates were 

attached to the outer ring. One was at the front and the other 

was at the rear of the outer ring. It’s similar for the friction 

blocks but attached to the inner ring. And the inner ring was 

attached to the train body. N was a normal contact force 

pressed on the rubbing plate. And it created a friction force, Ff , 

between the rubbing plate and friction block, and a friction 

torque, Tf , with respect to the center of the slewing ring bear-

ing. The effective radius of rubbing plate and friction block to 

the center of slewing ring was r. A set of torsion springs were 

placed between the wheels and the outer ring to represent the 

compliance of the chassis system. The stiffness of the spring 

was KO. 

On curves, the wheels turned and traveled along the direc-

tion of the rail. At the beginning of the turn, the inner and 

outer rings moved together due to the friction. Let the relative 

angle between the wheels and outer ring be θ; Tspring be the 

spring torsion torque with respect to the center of slewing ring 

and act on the slewing ring due to the chassis compliance; and 

Tf be the friction torque acting on the outer slewing ring from 

the friction set.  

 

 
(1)

 

 
(2)

 

 

where Ff was the friction force. Ff = Nμ , and μ was the friction 

coefficient between the rubbing plates and friction blocks. 

When Tspring ≤ Tf , the inner and outer rings were stuck 

together. At the moment, the friction torque was due to the 

static friction forces. The corresponding free-body diagram 

was shown in Fig. 18. While the wheels kept turning, θ kept 

increasing till the critical angle, θc , and the inner and outer 

rings were about to slip. Right before the slip, 

 
(3) 

 

where Tspring = 2Koθc , Tf = 2rFf = 2rNμs , and μs was the static 

friction coefficient. So the following could be obtained: 

 

 
(4) 

 

. 
(5)

 

 

The spring torque was built up and just overcame the static 

friction torque. The outer ring started to slip. At the moment, 

the friction force changed and reduced from static to kinetic 

friction. Let the kinetic friction coefficient be μk; the clock-

wise direction be the positive relative rotation angle between 

the wheels and outer ring, and counter-clockwise direction be 

negative; φ  be the angle traveled from θc to θf ; and θf be the 

final angle when the slip stopped. The system potential energy 

was dissipated by the friction forces. Based on the principle of 

work and energy, it could be written as 

 

 
(6)

 
 

where φ  = |θc - θf |. Since φ  was positive, from Eq. (6), it 

showed θc ≥ θf. Thus, 

 

.
 

(7)
 

 

Since θc = (rNμs)/Ko, the following could be derived: 

 

 
(8) 

 
(9)

 

 . 
(10)

 

 
 

Fig. 17. Turning system. 

 

 
 

Fig. 18. Free-body diagram. 
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If μs ≥ 2μk , from Eq. (9), θf was negative. From Eqs. (5) 

and (10), the following could be derived: 
 

. 
(11)

 
 

From Eq. (11), θc ≤ φ  ≤ 2θc . That meant if the static friction 

coefficient was more than twice as much as or equal to the 

kinetic friction coefficient was, then the torsion torque would 

build up and overcome the friction torque when the wheels 

continued turning. The outer ring would slip back more than 

the critical angle, θc , and pass the spring undeformed position. 

The outer ring stayed at a relative angle θf to the spring unde-

formed position, and φ  to the inner ring. Then the inner and 

outer rings stuck together again, since the static friction torque 

became larger than the torsion spring torque. From the critical 

angle location, the angle the outer ring traveled was between 

θc and 2θc, as shown in Fig. 19(a). 

If μs < 2μk , then θf was positive, and 

 

. 
(12) 

 

From Eq. (12), φ  ≤ θc . That meant if the static friction co-

efficient was smaller than two times of the kinetic friction 

coefficient, the outer ring would slip back less than the critical 

angle, θc . The outer ring would stay at a relative angle θf to the 

spring undeformed position, and φ  to the inner ring. After 

that, the inner and outer rings stuck together again due to the 

static friction torque became larger than the torsion spring 

torque. The total angle traveled, φ , was less than θc , as 

shown in Fig. 19(b). 

If μs ≅  μk , then θf ≅  θc , and φ  ≅  0. That meant the 

inner and outer rings both followed the wheels, but with a 

constant offset θc , as shown in Fig. 19(c). 

 

4.2 Dynamic simulation 

An ADAMS multi-body dynamic model, shown in Fig. 20, 

was built to simulate the causes of the train noise and vibration 

during the turns. The inner slewing ring was connected with 

train body. The outer ring was attached to the chassis which 

was connected with wheels through a set of high torsion stiff-

ness springs. The springs represented the compliance of the 

chassis structure. A rubbing plate was connected to the outer 

ring, and a friction block was connected to the inner ring. A 

friction element was defined between the rubbing plate and 

the friction block to represent the friction set. An adjustable 

normal force, N, was applied on the rubbing plate to represent 

the pressure force between rubbing plate and friction block, as 

shown in Fig. 21. The friction torque caused by the contact 

pressure provided the turning resistance torque. The friction 

coefficient between the friction block and rubbing plate was 

obtained from the test. The average value of the kinetic fric-

tion coefficient was 0.54. From the friction test, it was also 

noticed that there was residual film built-up in high tempera-

ture, above 150°C. The residual film caused the adhesion be-

tween the rubbing plate and the friction block. Therefore, a 

static friction coefficient, 1.0, was used in this dynamic simu-

lation. 

 

4.3 Simulation results and discussion 

A relative rotation motion between the wheels and train 

body was applied to simulate the wheel turning. Assume the 

train started with counter-clockwise turn. The wheel had the 

angular displacement of amplitude of 0.2 and frequency of 

0.0318 Hz, θ = - 0.2 sin(1/5)t, where t was time in second. The 

wheel angular velocity was shown in Fig. 22.  

The outer and inner rings were together at the beginning of 

the wheel turning since the spring torque was smaller than the 

static friction torque. While the turning went further, the driv-

ing spring torque increased and eventually became higher than 

the static friction torque. And the outer ring abruptly slipped 

     (a) μs ≥ 2μk          (b) μs < 2μk         (c) μs ≅  μk 
 

Fig. 19. Relative angles. 

 

 
 

Fig. 20. ADAMS dynamic model. 

 

 

 

Fig. 21. ADAMS dynamic model for bearing system. 
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and rotated relative to the inner ring. After the spring energy 

was quickly released and dissipated by the friction force, the 

outer ring stopped rotating relatively to the inner ring. And 

this motion repeated through the whole wheel turning process, 

and led several large relative angular velocity impulses as 

shown in Fig. 23. The highest one could go up to more than 

150 rad/sec. This periodic stop-and-go motion could cause 

vibration and noise at the outer ring and the parts connected to 

it. The fluctuation of friction torque between the inner and the 

outer rings could be seen through the whole wheel turning 

process as shown in Fig. 24. It’s in sync with each velocity 

change and the stop-and-go motion. The phenomenon con-

firmed the initial investigation that the vibration/noise came 

from the slewing bearing system. It happened when the fric-

tion set was heated-up after a period of running hours. The 

residual particles and films were the side products of the fric-

tion set from repeated rubbing. They created adhesion, high 

stickiness and caused un-uniform friction forces and torques 

during the turning motion. 

Regular maintenance was used to check the residual parti-

cles or films. Different types of material for the friction blocks 

were investigated. A ceramic compound matrix with copper 

fiber was identified as a potential substitute for the original 

neoprene rubber. The ceramic compound had stable and pre-

dictable friction characteristic. It’s commonly used in brake 

systems. It provided stable braking performance without gen-

erating sticky residual films. The material itself also had 

damping features that would help in diminish some noise and 
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Fig. 22. Angular velocity between wheels and train body. 
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Fig. 23. Relative angular velocity between inner and outer rings. 
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Fig. 24. Friction torque between inner and outer rings. 
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Fig. 25. Friction torque between inner and outer rings (ceramic friction 

material). 
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Fig. 26. Angular velocity between inner and outer rings (ceramic fric-

tion material). 
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vibration. The average value of its kinetic friction coefficient 

was around 0.4, even the temperature of the contact surfaces 

became high due to repeated surface rubbing. The normal 

contact forces between the rubbing plates and friction blocks 

were adjusted to maintain the same resistance torque as before. 

A dynamic simulation was performed with the same setting 

and wheel angular displacement, but a static friction coeffi-

cient of 0.42, and the kinetic of 0.4. The analysis results were 

shown in Figs. 25-26. Fig. 25 showed no oscillation in the 

friction torque curve. The positive and negative friction tor-

ques were due to the rotation direction changes while wheel 

turned left and right. Fig. 26 showed the relative angular ve-

locity between the inner and the outer rings. The relative an-

gular velocity remained small all the time except several peaks. 

The first peak was to overcome the static friction force from 

rest. The peak around 7.8 sec and the one next to it were due 

to wheels turning from left to right and its torque build-up. 

Similarly to the peak around 23.6 sec and the one next to it, 

this time was due to the wheels turned to left. All the peaks 

had values less than 11 rad/sec, and were much smaller than 

the original friction block with peak of 150 rad/sec in Fig. 23. 

This new proposed friction block material would not expect to 

have a similar friction induced noise and vibration. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The studies were conducted to identify the root causes of 

the vibration and noise on metro underbody through hardware 

testing as well as dynamic computer simulation. A lab test was 

established to duplicate the reported problem. The noise asso-

ciated with vibration occurred when the train made turns. And 

they went away after the turns were completed.  

The study investigated ten factors using one-factor-at-a-time 

method to identify the key factors. This method could be eas-

ily understood and adopted for key factor screening process. 

Six of them were identified critical to the reported noise and 

vibration condition. The six key factors are: 

–  torque values of the screws which secured the rubbing 

plates to the outer slewing ring,  

–  sequence of tightening the screws,  

–  thickness and uniformity of the thickness of the friction 

blocks, 

–  thickness and uniformity of the thickness of the rubbing 

plates, 

–  warping/deformation of the rubbing plates, 

–  residual particles and films between the friction blocks 

and the rubbing plates.  

 

From the lab tests, unsmooth turning motion was observed 

and led to noise and vibration. A corresponding maintenance 

procedure was suggested according to the findings in the study. 

When necessary, part replacement would be made. The resid-

ual film, the last factor in the list, was further studied for a 

long term solution. It was found that the residual film caused 

the adhesion between the rubbing plates and the friction 

blocks when the contact surfaces were rubbed up to a tem-

perature above 150°C. A dynamic simulation was proposed to 

investigate the behaviors caused by the residual film. 

A multibody ADAMS dynamic analysis model was built 

with train body, underbody, slewing ring bearing and friction 

set to simulate the train turning motion. The simulation results 

showed the residual particles/films caused unsmooth and dis-

continuous dynamic motions, and torque oscillations. It was a 

stop-and-go and stick-and-slip motion, and led to the vibration. 

The analysis confirmed the unsmooth friction forces and ad-

hesion caused the noise and vibration. Computer simulation 

showed good correlation with the hardware testing. It demon-

strated dynamic computer simulation could be used to predict 

the potential friction induced vibration issues.  

In the study, a different substitute material was also investi-

gated through the computer simulation. A potential substitute, 

ceramic compound material, for the friction block was simu-

lated. Based on the simulation results, the vibration phenome-

non could be effectively reduced if ceramic compound friction 

material was used. 

 

Nomenclature------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

φ  : Angle traveled 

μ 　 : Friction coefficient 

k
μ  : Kinetic friction coefficient 

s
μ  : Static friction coefficient 

θ　 : Relative angle between wheel and outer ring 

θc : Critical angle 

θf : Final angle 

r : Effective radius of rubbing plate/friction block to the 

center of slewing ring 

t : Time 

Ko : Stiffness of torsion spring 

Ff : Friction force 

N : Normal contact force 

Tf : Friction torque 

Tspring : Spring torsion torque 
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